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Abstract
In this paper, based on our earlier work, we introduce test model architecture for model-based testing
through a GUI. The model architecture consists of three tiers. The tiers separate important concerns in
GUI testing: navigation in the GUI using keywords, high-level concepts expressed as action words, and
test-control related issues deﬁned as control words. For test control, we deﬁne a novel coverage language to
express coverage objectives. Furthermore, we introduce our reﬁned vision for the associated tool platform
enabling system level testing in the Symbian environment. The architecture includes a commercial GUI
testing tool that we have extended with components enabling the use of test models.
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1 Introduction
Model-based testing is one of the most promising approaches to tackle increasing
testing challenges in software development. Conventional test automation solutions
rarely ﬁnd previously undetected defects and provide return of investment almost
only in regression testing where the same test suites are executed frequently. In
contrast, model-based testing practices carry the promise of better ﬁnding also new
defects thus enabling the automation of also some other types of testing.
In our earlier work [7], we have investigated model-based GUI testing and its
deployment in the Symbian [12] environment. Symbian is an operating system for
mobile devices such as smart phones. Our initial solution [7] consisted of a prototype
implementation that was built upon an existing GUI test automation system. The
basic idea was to specify the behavior of the system under test (SUT) using Labeled
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Transition Systems (LTSs) that were fed to the underlying GUI testing tool. Simple
random heuristic was used to traverse the model and execute the associated events
using the facilities provided by the GUI testing tool.
The lessons we learned from that experiment suggest that we still have a long
way to go before an industrial-strength approach can be provided. Based on our
experiences, we need more advanced metrics and heuristics in order to use the test
models more eﬀectively. Furthermore, it is not clear how model-based testing aﬀects
test control, i.e. how the diﬀerent types of tests should be handled.
Towards these ends, in this paper, we build on our previous results and address
the following problems: On the one hand, concerning coverage, we need to deﬁne
how to state coverage objectives and how to interpret achieved coverage data. In
addition, in certain situations, testing previously tested areas should be avoided
when retesting with the same model. On the other hand, we need a better control
over the test runs. In other words, how to utilize the same models for smoke testing
and long period robustness testing, for instance?
The state of the art in GUI testing is represented by so-called keyword and
action word techniques [2,1]. They help in maintenance problems by providing a
clear separation of concerns between business logic and the GUI navigation needed
to implement the logic. Our solution is based on three-tier architecture of test
models, the two lowest tiers of which were used already in the prototype. Keyword
tier is the lowest level tier in our model architecture deﬁning how to navigate in the
GUI. LTSs in this tier are called reﬁnement machines. They deﬁne how an action is
executed and tested. For instance, a reﬁnement machine can deﬁne that the action
of starting Camera application in a Symbian smart phone is executed by pressing
a button, and the action of verifying that the application is running consists of
checking that certain text is displayed on the screen.
Action tier is the intermediate layer. Action machines, i.e. LTSs in this tier,
describe the behavior that can be tested. They consist of action words, which
correspond to high-level concepts that describe the problem domain rather than the
solution domain. Action words are reﬁned to keywords by reﬁnement machines in the
keyword tier. An action machine that tests interactions of two applications can be
built by combining the action machines that deﬁne the behavior of the applications.
Finally, Test Control tier is the highest-level tier. We call LTSs in this layer
Test control machines. Composing LTSs in the two lower-level tiers results in a
conventional test model. However, it is on this layer where we express which type of
tests (e.g. smoke or a long period test) are to be run, which test models are used in
the runs, which test guidance heuristics should be used, and what are the coverage
objectives for each run.
In the following, we will discuss the above scheme in detail and introduce our
reﬁned vision for the associated tool architecture that does not tie our hands to any
speciﬁc GUI testing tool. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
2, we present the background of the paper. Sections 3 and 4 introduce the three-tier
model architecture and the coverage language, respectively. The tool architecture is
presented in Section 5. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
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2 Background
Test model speciﬁes the inputs that can be given to and the observations that can
be made on the SUT during test run. In our approach, a test model is a labeled
transition system (LTS). It is a directed graph with labeled edges and with exactly
one node marked as an initial state.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [LTS] A labeled transition system, abbreviated LTS, is deﬁned as a
quadruple (S,Σ,Δ, sˆ) where S denotes a set of states, Σ is a set of actions (alphabet),
Δ ⊆ S × Σ× S is a set of transitions and sˆ ∈ S is an initial state. 
In the test execution, we assume the test model to be deterministic. That is, it
does not contain a state where two leaving transitions share the same action. The
test model LTS is composed out of small, hand-drawn LTSs by a parallel composition
tool. We use a parallel composition given in [6]. The speciality of the parallel
composition is that it is explicitly given the combinations of actions that are executed
synchronously. This way we can state, for example, that action a in LTS Lx is
synchronized with action b in LTS Ly and their synchronous execution is observed
as action c (the result).
Deﬁnition 2.2 [Parallel composition “‖R”] ‖R (L1, . . . ,Ln) is the parallel compo-
sition of n LTSs according to rules R. LTS Li = (Si,Σi,Δi, sˆi). Let ΣR be a set
of resulting actions and
√
a “pass” symbol such that ∀i : √ /∈ Σi. The rule set
R ⊆ (Σ1∪{
√})×· · ·× (Σn∪{
√})×ΣR. Now ‖R (L1, . . . ,Ln) = (S,Σ,Δ, sˆ), where
• S = S1 × · · · × Sn
• Σ = {a ∈ ΣR | ∃a1, . . . , an : (a1, . . . , an, a) ∈ R}
• ((s1, . . . , sn), a, (s
′
1, . . . , s
′
n)) ∈ Δ if and only if there is (a1, . . . , an, a) ∈ R such
that for every i (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
· (si, ai, s′i) ∈ Δi or
· ai =
√
and si = s
′
i
• sˆ = 〈sˆ1, . . . , sˆn〉 
A rule in a parallel composition associates an array of “pass” symbols
√
and
actions of input LTSs to an action in the resulting LTS. The action is the result of
the synchronous execution of the other actions in the array. If there is
√
instead of
an action, the corresponding LTS will not participate in the synchronous execution.
Test engine is a computer program that explores the test model starting from
its initial state. In every step, it ﬁrst chooses one action in the transitions that leave
the current state. There are three types of actions: keyword-success, keyword-fail
and the rest. For example, kwVerifyText<’Camera’> is a keyword-success action that
corresponds to a successful observation: text “Camera” can be found on the display
of the SUT. Its negation is the keyword-fail action ˜kwVerifyText<’Camera’>: the
text does not show up. awStartCam could be one of the rest actions. If the chosen
action was one of the rest, the test engine silently (without any communication with
the SUT) executes the corresponding transition. That is, it updates the current
state to the destination state of the transition.
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If the chosen action was either of the keywords, the test engine communicates
with the SUT accordingly. The communication may be an observing, inputting or
a mix-up, for example searching for a text on the display, pressing a button and
selecting a menu-item (the menu has to be browsed to ﬁnd the item, thus both
inputs and observations are required). The communication may either succeed or
fail: the text either is or is not found on the display, the menu item could or could
not be selected. Depending on the result, the test engine tries to execute a transition
whose label matches the keyword and the result. If the result is “success”, it tries
to execute the keyword action without a tilde, otherwise with a tilde. If there is no
such transition leaving the current state, an error is found. Otherwise the transition
is executed.
Coverage data of a test model LTS (S,Σ,Δ, sˆ) is a function Δexec : Δ → N. It
associates transitions with numbers that represent how many times the transitions
have been executed. Initially ∀t ∈ Δ : Δexec(t) = 0. The function is updated every
time a transition is executed.
Test engine runs a test with a test model until it ﬁnds an error or reaches coverage
objectives stated for the test run. In the ﬁrst case, the test run is halted immediately
because the test model does not contain enough information to recover from errors.
The behaviour in the second case depends on what has been deﬁned in the test
control tier, as we will show in the next section.
3 Three-tier model architecture
Next, we will have a look at LTSs on the three tiers of the test model architecture
and how they communicate within the tier and with LTSs on adjacent tiers. To
illustrate the design, we will use the following running example throughout the rest
of the paper. We are testing a device that is capable of taking pictures, making
phone calls and sending both email and multimedia messages (MMS). A user story
is that Alice takes a picture and sends it to Bob by email or MMS. After ﬁve minutes,
Bob calls back to thank for the picture. This story in mind, we are going to build a
model and design a long period test and a smoke test that use the model.
3.1 Keyword tier
To form a test model we use LTSs of the two lowest tiers in the hierarchy, that
is, action machines and reﬁnement machines (see Figure 1). The purpose of the
reﬁnement machines is to reﬁne every high level action (that is, action word) in
action machines to sequences of executable events in the GUI of the SUT (that is,
sequences of keywords).
Separating the functionality from the GUI events should allow us to reuse action
machines with SUTs that can perform the same operations but have diﬀerent user
interface. For example, two camera applications may have exactly the same func-
tionality in two devices where one has buttons and the other a touch screen. The
reusability is very desirable, because designing an action machine takes much eﬀort
and insight of what is worth testing. On the other hand, when an action machine is
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Test control tier test control machines
set test model and cov. objectives ↓↑ test ﬁnished, verdict
Action tier action machines
execute high level action ↓↑ execution ﬁnished
Keyword tier reﬁnement machines
execute event ↓↑ result: succeeded or failed
(adapter and SUT)
Fig. 1. Three-tier model architecture
already given, writing a reﬁnement machine to use the action machine with a new
device should be easier.
In our running example, we could deﬁne three reﬁnement machines to hide the
user interfaces of three applications: Camera, Messaging and Telephone. To in-
terleave the use of these applications, a task switching application is needed. The
application allows the user to activate any application that is running in the back-
ground. We use yet another reﬁnement machine to abstract the use of the task
switcher.
CameraRM in Figure 2 is a reﬁnement machine of the Camera application. In its
initial state (the ﬁlled circle) it is able to reﬁne high level actions which mean start-
ing Camera application (awStartCam) and verifying that the application is running
(awVerifyCam). Certainly many other actions should also be reﬁned, but they are
omitted in the ﬁgure for clarity.
There are usually many reﬁnement machines on the keyword tier, but they are
not synchronized with each other. Instead, every LTS on the keyword tier is syn-
chronized with an action machine on the action tier so that the transitions labeled
by action words in the action machines become reﬁned to keywords.
We do not allow the reﬁnement to change the behavior of the action machine.
A reﬁned action machine is able to execute exactly the same sequences of actions
as it did before the reﬁnement. That is, valid reﬁnement machine contains neither
deadlocking nor inﬁnite sequences of keywords (loops). Furthermore, in the parallel
composition, the reﬁnement machine never blocks the execution of any action word
in the action machine.
CameraRM
start_awStartCam
end_awStartCam
kwPressKey<SoftRight>
kwPressKey<SoftLeft>
kwSelectMenu<Camera>
start_awVerifyCam
kwVerifyText<’Camera’>
end_
awV
erify
Cam
Fig. 2. Reﬁnement machine for Camera application
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Fig. 3. Camera action machine
3.2 Action Tier
Every action machine LTS can be synchronized with several reﬁnement machines
and also with other action machines. Instead of using all the power of the paral-
lel composition operation in the synchronizations, we restrict ourselves to use two
synchronization mechanisms within the action tier. With the restriction we aim at
two goals. Firstly, the test designer does not need to deﬁne parallel composition
rules. The rules can be generated automatically based on the actions in the LTSs
instead. Secondly, the restrictions enable us to do sophisticated automatic checks
to ﬁnd design ﬂaws in LTSs.
The states of action machines can be divided in two classes: running and sleeping
states. The machines can execute action words (which again are reﬁned to keywords
by reﬁnement machines) only in the running states. If the action machines are valid,
the synchronization mechanisms guarantee that there is always exactly one action
machine in a running state at a time. Initially, the running action machine is a
scheduler action machine.
A simple action machine for testing the Camera application of our running exam-
ple is presented in Figure 3. It tests starting the application (awStartCam), taking
a photo (awTakePhoto) and creating a multimedia message containing the photo
(awCreateMMS). Three lowest states of the action machine in the ﬁgure are sleeping
states, the leftmost of which is the initial state. When the camera action machine
wakes up for the ﬁrst time, it starts the Camera application and veriﬁes that it
started indeed. Then it is up to the test guidance algorithm whether a photo will
be taken, the Camera application will be quitted or left to the background, which
means putting the action machine back to the sleep state.
There are two synchronization mechanisms in the action layer. The ﬁrst one
controls which action machine is running, and uses interrupt primitives INT, IRET,
IGOTO and IRST. An action machine goes to sleep state by executing INT action,
which synchronously wakes up the scheduler action machine. After some steps,
the scheduler then executes IRET synchronously with another (or the same) action
machine and enters a sleep state. The other action machine is in a running state
after execution of IRET. In some cases it is handy to bypass the scheduler. Running
action machine A can put itself into sleep and synchronously wake up another action
machine B by executing action IGOTO<B> (the woken action machine executes
IRST<A>). In this case the scheduler action machine stays in sleep all the time.
PALLOW<UseImage>
IR
E
T
IN
T
awCancelMMS
aw
Ve
rify
MM
SawCreateMMSawDeletePhoto
aw
Ve
rify
Ph
oto
awTakePhoto
IR
E
T
IN
T
aw
Ve
rify
No
Ca
m
awQuit
aw
Ve
rify
Ca
m
awStartCam
IR
E
T IN
T
CameraAM
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INT-IRET and IGOTO-IRST interrupt modelling mechanisms are inspired by
the two possible ways how a user can activate applications in Symbian. INT-IRET
corresponds to the situation where the task switching application (modelled by the
scheduler action machine) is used to activate any running application. This could
be compared to using “Alt–Tab” in MS Windows. With IGOTO-IRST we model
the situation where the user activates a speciﬁc application directly within another
application. For instance, in a Symbian phone, it is possible to activate Gallery
application by choosing “Go to Gallery” from the menu of the Camera application.
Although the ideas for these mechanisms originate from the Symbian world, the
mechanisms are generally applicable when testing many applications on any platform
where the user is able to switch from an application to another.
The other synchronization mechanism is used for exchanging information on
shared resources between action machines. There are primitives for requesting
(PREQ) and giving permissions (PALLOW). The former is to be executed in run-
ning states and the latter in sleeping states. The mechanism cannot wake up sleeping
action machines or put the running action machine into sleep.
The action machine in Figure 3 is able to execute PALLOW<UseImage> syn-
chronously with PREQ<UseImage> action of some other action machine. In our
example, the Messaging action machine requests a photo ﬁle for sending it via MMS
or Email. In the Messaging action machine we can safely assume the ﬁle to be us-
able in the transitions after PREQ<UseImage> until a sleep state can be visited.
After that the ﬁle cannot be used without a new request because the Camera action
machine may have deleted the photo while the Messaging was asleep.
A test model is constructed out of LTSs in the action and keyword tiers with the
parallel composition. The rules for the composition can be generated automatically
from the alphabets of the LTSs: INT, IRET, IGOTO, IRST, PALLOW and PREQ
actions are synchronized within the action tier. Action word transitions are splitted
in two ((s, awX , s′) becomes (s, start_awX , snew) and (snew, end_awX , s
′)) and the
new action names are synchronized with the same actions in reﬁnement machines.
We still need a way to tell the test control tier when it is safe to stop running the
test with the current test model. Therefore, we assume that whenever the test model
is in its initial state, the test run with that model can be (re)started or stopped.
Thus, the initial state should be reachable from every state of the test model. This
property can be checked automatically, unless the test model is very large due to
the state explosion problem.
3.3 Test Control Tier
In the test control tier, we deﬁne which test models we use, what kind of tests we
run and the order of the tests. The kind of a test is determined by setting coverage
objectives, that is, what should be tested in the test model before the test run can
be ended.
In our running example, a test control machine could ﬁrst run three very short
smoke tests with three diﬀerent test models. Each model could be built from a
single action machine composed with its reﬁnement machines. The ﬁrst would test
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the Camera application, the second the Messaging, and the last the Telephone.
When we know that at least the applications start and stop properly, we could run
a longer test covering the elements in the user story: take a photo, send it and
receive a phone call. This time the model would be composed of all the LTSs of
the previous models, together with task switcher LTSs. Finally, we could start a
possibly never-ending long period test with the same model that was used in the
last test. We also would like to use the coverage data obtained in the previous test
to avoid testing the same paths again.
Execution of a transition in a test control machine corresponds to setting up
a new test, running the test and handling the coverage data. All the information
about test setup, coverage objectives and test guidance is encoded to the label of
the transition, which is called control word.
Firstly, for test setup, a control word determines which test model should be
used in the test run. It also speciﬁes what kind of initial coverage data should be
used. It is possible to start testing in a situation where nothing is already covered,
or to create the coverage data based on the execution histories of some previous test
runs with the model.
Secondly, for test run, coverage objectives and guidance heuristics are deﬁned in
the control word. Coverage objectives are stated in the coverage language, which we
will introduce in Section 4. Because every coverage objective is a boolean function
whose domain is the coverage data, it is natural to deﬁne the coverage requirement
for the test run by combining objectives with logical “and” and “or” operators.
There is still need to develop guidance algorithms that take both coverage data
and coverage objectives into consideration. One possible approach could be deﬁning
a step evaluation function which ranks reaching a coverage objective to be the most
desirable step, making progress closer to an objective to be very desirable, and
executing a transition for the ﬁrst time just desirable. This function could then be
plugged into a game-like guidance heuristic as done in [8]. Another feature needed
from the guidance algorithm is that it tries to guide the test model back to the
initial state when the coverage objectives are fulﬁlled. Only after that, the test run
with the model is ﬁnished and the test control machine is able to proceed.
Finally, the control word in the test control machine deﬁnes what to do after the
test run. Gathered coverage data can be either stored or erased. This choice may
aﬀect the later test runs, depending on whether or not they import coverage data
and how their guidance algorithms react on executing already covered transitions
to fulﬁl coverage objectives. On the other hand, this choice does not aﬀect the
ability to make queries on the achieved coverage later on, because the queries can
be answered based on the execution log.
4 Coverage language
Coverage language is a simple language for expressing coverage objectives and query-
ing what has been covered according to coverage data. The purpose of the language
is two-fold. On one hand, objectives let us deﬁne test purposes for test runs. It is
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objective ::= "require" o_quantifier type requirement "in" item_list
query ::= "get" q_quantifier type query "in" item_list
o_quantifier::= "any" | "every" | "combined"
q_quantifier::= "every" | "combined"
type ::= "action" | "state" | "transition"
requirement ::= "count >=" number
query ::= "count"
item_list ::= name_regexp (" " item_list)*
Fig. 4. Grammar of the coverage language
possible to run smoke and long period tests with the same test model just by varying
the coverage objectives. On the other hand, queries should make the contents of the
coverage data more accessible to testers, during and after the test run.
There are two statements in the language: objective and query (see Figure 4).
For example, objective
require any action count >= 1 in end_awReceiveEmail end_awReceiveMMS
is achieved when an email or a multimedia message is received at least once. It
would be a reasonable coverage objective for a smoke test in our running example.
Another good thing to test in the smoke test could be pressing every key at least
once. The coverage objective would be
require every action count >= 1 in kwPressKey.*.
For a long period test we could require executing every possible transition that
initiates sending email with objective
require every transition count >= 1 in ([0-9]+, start_awSendEmail, [0-9]+).
Regular expressions “[0-9]+” in the objective match any integers that identify the
starting and destination states of transitions. If it seems that reaching every coverage
requirement is too hard, we could set an alternative coverage objective
require combined transition count >= 10000 in .*.
This objective is met after 10000 executions of any transitions. Accomplishing ob-
jective
require any state count >= 1 in 120 121
requires visiting at least either of states 120 and 121. 4
Query statement (in Figure 4) in the coverage language is used for inspecting
what has been covered. It returns either a single value (when “combined” quantiﬁer
is used) or a list of items with their execution counts (in case of “every” quantiﬁer).
For instance,
get every action count in kw.*
lists all keywords and how many times they have been executed.
A state is considered to be visited whenever it is the destination state of executed
4 States in LTSs do not have labeling, but states are identiﬁed by natural numbers in our LTS ﬁle format.
We refer to states with those numbers in the coverage language. Deﬁning a labeling also over states, for
example in the form of state propositions [3], would help in stating coverage requirements on states, but it
would also complicate the parallel composition. On the other hand, visiting a state is not as useful piece of
information as executing an action, because we are dealing with action based semantics here. There is no
clear correspondence between the states of the test model and the states of the SUT.
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transition. Initially there are no visited states (especially, even the initial state is
not initially visited). The execution count of an action is incremented whenever any
transition labeled by the action is executed.
The rest of this section is dedicated for formalizing the semantics of the language.
A transition is represented by a string (s,a,s′) where s and s′ are numbers that
identify the source and the destination states of the transition, and a is a string that
is the label of the transition. In the following, suppose that a contains characters
a-z, 0-9 and ’<’, ’>’.
match(r, t) is a boolean function that returns true if and only if regular expression
r matches the string that represents transition t. Let R be a set of regular expressions
and T a set of transitions. We deﬁne M(R,T ) = {t ∈ T | ∃r ∈ R : match(r, t)}, that
is, the set of those transitions in T whose string representation could be matched by
at least one regular expression in R. When Δexec is the coverage data related to a
test model (S,Σ,Δ, sˆ) and n is a natural number:
require any transition count >= n in R
⇔ ∃t ∈ M(R,Δ) : Δexec(t) ≥ n
require every transition count >= n in R
⇔ ∀t ∈ M(R,Δ) : Δexec(t) ≥ n
require combined transition count >= n in R
⇔ ∑t∈M(R,Δ) Δexec(t) ≥ n
Objectives considering actions and states can be changed to objectives on transi-
tions by changing the regular expressions. actre(R) = {([0-9]+,r,[0-9]+) |r ∈ R}
is a function that converts regular expressions matching actions so that they match
to every transition whose label could be matched by the original regular expres-
sion. Similarly function statere(R) = {([0-9]+,[a-z0-9<>]+,r) | r ∈ R} converts
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expressions matching states to expressions matching transitions:
require any action count >= n in R
⇔ ∨r∈R require combined transition count >= n in actre(r)
require any state count >= n in R
⇔ ∨r∈R require combined transition count >= n in statere(r)
require every action count >= n in R
⇔ ∧r∈R require combined transition count >= n in actre(r)
require every state count >= n in R
⇔ ∧r∈R require combined transition count >= n in statere(r)
require combined action count >= n in R
⇔ (∑r∈R get combined transition count in actre(r)) ≥ n
require combined state count >= n in R
⇔ (∑r∈R get combined transition count in statere(r)) ≥ n
Note that in the last two expressions (combined action and combined state ob-
jectives) we used query statements. Unlike objectives, which are truth-valued ex-
pressions, queries return numbers or sets of item-number-pairs. They are deﬁned
for transitions as follows:
get every transition count in R = {(t,Δexec(t)) | t ∈ M(R,Δ)}
get combined transition count in R =
∑
t∈M(R,Δ) Δexec(t)
Action and state queries can be expressed with transition queries using the same
ideas as in the conversion of coverage objectives:
get every action count in R
= { (a, n) | ∃s, s′ : (s, a, s′) ∈ M(actre(R),Δ) ∧
n = get combined transition count in actre({a}) }
get every state count in R
= { (s′, n) | ∃s, a : (s, a, s′) ∈ M(statere(R),Δ) ∧
n = get combined transition count in statere({s′}) }
get combined action count in R
= get combined transition count in actre(R)
get combined state count in R
= get combined transition count in statere(R)
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Fig. 5. Test tool architectural concepts
5 Test tool architecture
Although our feasibility study on GUI testing with action words and keyword
reached its goal [7], there were several shortcomings in the design and implementa-
tion of the tools. To mention some of them, coverage data was not collected, test
engine was tightly bound to a speciﬁc commercial GUI testing tool and controlling
tests (setting up, stop criteria) and diﬀerent test types (smoke test, long period test)
were not considered.
In this section we outline our plan for a test tool architecture in which the
test engine is not bound to any implementation language or any speciﬁc testing
tools. The tool itself is currently only partly implemented. Similar keyword-based
frameworks have been studied ([11], [10]), but not in the model-based context. On
the other hand, a general model-based testing architecture (AGEDIS) presented
in [4] does not seem to oﬀer direct support for action words or keywords.
The test tool consists of an adapter part and a model execution part. The
adapter part provides a high-level interface through which the model execution part
can execute keywords and inspect the results of the executions.
We build the adapter part inside a GUI testing tool called Mercury’s QuickTest
Pro (QTP) [9] (see Figure 5). QTP is a testing tool for MS Windows. It is capable
of capturing information about window resources, such as buttons and text ﬁelds,
and providing access to those resources through an API. QTP also enables writing
and executing test procedures using a scripting language (VBScript) and recording
a test log when requested.
As a remote control tool we used m-Test [5]. The tool provides access to the GUI
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of the SUT and to some internal information; list of running processes, for instance.
m-Test brings interactive user interface of a Symbian device (buttons and display)
to an ordinary application window in MS Windows, which again can be accessed
from the QTP.
With the scripting language provided by QTP we implement the keywords in
keyword library so that they are converted to events in the m-Test window. The
same scripting system is also used for implementing a small communication module
(TestToolAdapter) which connects to the model execution part of our test tool. The
model execution part is an external application that may be running in another
computer.
The ﬁrst active component in the model execution part is the TestController.
When the system is started, TestController instantiates a TestControl object which
encapsulates a test control machine. TestController creates TestGuidance and Cov-
erage objects to guide the execution in the test control machine. As already men-
tioned, executing a transition in a test control machine corresponds to setting up
and running a test run with a test model.
When a new test run is being set up, TestModel object is instantiated and new
TestGuidance and Coverage objects are created to guide the test run. At that point
it is possible to load the coverage data of a previous test run to the Coverage object.
The old data is useful if we want to avoid testing the same behavior as in the previous
run or if we want to repeat the same test as closely as possible, for example.
How the coverage data aﬀects the test run, is determined by the test guidance
algorithms. In the test ﬁrst run we could use an “Explorer” guidance algorithm which
tries to reach coverage goals by executing as many unseen actions and untraversed
transitions as possible. If an error is found and later on corrected, we could then
use “RegressionTester” guidance algorithm which tries to reach the objectives by
preferring already traversed transitions (perhaps also follow the last execution trace).
TestController starts a test run by passing newly created TestGuidance, Coverage
and TestModel objects to the TestEngine.
The Coverage component contains the coverage data and it also manages cover-
age objectives. It is able to answer whether or not the execution of a transition takes
us closer to achieving the coverage objectives. The information is essential for the
test guidance algorithms in TestGuidance component. In addition to the coverage
status, the test guidance algorithms can base their decisions on the structure of the
test model and on the decisions of other selection algorithms in the TestGuidance
component.
During the test run both TestControl and TestEngine write information on their
events (loaded test models, coverage objectives, executed transitions, results of the
executions) to TestLog component. The contents of the log can be visualized with
TestVisualizer. It can be used both in on-line and oﬀ-line modes, to see how the
current test is advancing and to help debugging after the test.
Finally, Model designer is a grahical tool for designing test control machines and
test model components. Test model is built from the components using Test model
composer. Because of the speciﬁed semantics of labels in the LTSs, it is enough that
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test engineer selects appropriate action machines and reﬁnement machines to obtain
a model. Parallel composition rules can be constructed automatically based on the
labels of the LTSs.
6 Conclusions
In this paper, based on our earlier work, we have presented our reﬁned vision for
model-based GUI testing in the Symbian environment. In this setting, the SUT is an
embedded system, but unlike in usual embedded environments, we run system-level
tests through a GUI. However, unlike in GUI-based testing of PC applications, there
is no access to the GUI resources, which means that screen captures must be used.
Our solution is based on a commercial GUI testing tool for Symbian environment
that we have extended with components for using test models. The tests models fed
to the tools are composed of component models of three diﬀerent types: test con-
trol, action word, and keyword models correspond to diﬀerent levels of abstraction.
This three-tier architecture separates important concerns facilitating test control as
well as test model design. In future work, case studies are needed to assess the
applicability of our approach.
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